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was quickly adopted for carbines and rifles. Despite the ". One of these hand-loaders was Elmer
Keith , a writer and outdoorsman of the 20th century. Keith settled on the. At the time, the
selection of. Also, the. In revolvers of the same cylinder size, this meant that the. This allowed
higher pressures to be used with less risk of a burst cylinder. By the summer of , Sturm, Ruger
became aware of this project and began work on a single action Blackhawk revolver for the
new. A popular rumor says a Ruger employee found a cartridge case marked ". Ruger
introduced its first long gun, a semi-automatic carbine called the Ruger Model 44 chambered
for. Marlin followed soon after with the lever action Model in. Although improved modern alloys
and manufacturing techniques have allowed even stronger cylinders to be made, leading to
larger and more powerful cartridges such as the. In its full-powered form, it produces so much
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longer "Bisley" style single action grip, and it can be found on single actions from Ruger
models marked "Bisley" and Freedom Arms , as well as many custom makers. Other dual-use
rounds were the. Some past dual-purpose cartridges, like the. As a rifle or carbine cartridge the.
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Wikimedia Commons. Test barrel length: 7. Wikimedia Commons has media related to. The
Dodge Magnum is a nameplate used by several Dodge vehicles, at different times and on
various markets. The name was first applied to a large Chrysler B platform -based 2-door coupe
marketed from to sold in the United States [1] and Canada. From the to the model years, the
nameplate was revived for a station wagon on the rear-wheel drive Chrysler LX platform ,
produced in Canada and sold on the American and Canadian market. In Brazil, the Magnum was
a top of the line version of the local Dodge Dart , produced from to From to Dodge marketed a
sporty two-door K-car as the "Magnum", with an available turbocharger engine from on. The
Magnum was introduced for to supplement the Dodge Charger. The appearance was somewhat
of a rounded off Charger, and was in response to getting a car that would be eligible for
NASCAR that would be more aerodynamic, something that the â€” Charger was not. Styling
features included four rectangular headlights behind retractable clear covers, with narrow opera
windows , and an optional T-bar or power sunroof. The Magnum was well-featured with power
steering, brakes and seats; the suspension included Chrysler's standard adjustable,
longitudinal torsion bars, lower trailing links, and front and rear anti-sway bars. During the start
of the model year, the V8 engine was dropped from the options list as Chrysler stopped
producing big-block V8 engines in production cars during the end of model year. Technology
was advanced for the time with an onboard spark control computer from inception, electronic
ignition, and a lockup torque converter. During the end of the model year, the mid-size B-body
Dodge Magnum along with its mid-size B-body based Chrysler Cordoba counterpart was
discontinued, as was with just the Magnum name itself, in favor of what would become a
smaller, all newly designed, M-body platform based Mirada coupe which also would be shared
along with what would become its M-body platform based Chrysler Cordoba coupe counterpart
as well all during the next four model years â€” Only 3, Dodge Magnum coupes included a
T-Top. Chrysler worked on several car designs to smooth out the current bodied Charger into
something that would be reasonably aerodynamic for the big racetracks and the Magnum
design was settled on in the summer of for use in the racing season. At first it seemed that out
on the tracks the cars ran well with Petty almost winning his Daytona finishing second , and
leading over 30 laps of the Daytona until a blown front tire caused him to wreck. However, the
lack of factory development support of the small-block Chrysler V8 as a race engine was
becoming more of a problem, and in high speed racing traffic the Magnum did not handle well.
Petty was particularly harsh in his criticism of the car - before the season he declared, "The
Magnum is undriveable at MPH. By the latter half of the season, Petty and Neil Bonnett the two
top Mopar teams gave up on the car's inconsistent performance and switched to Chevrolets and
Oldsmobiles , leaving independent drivers Buddy Arrington who bought a few of Petty's
Magnums, along with some parts , Frank Warren , and Country singer Marty Robbins to soldier
on without any substantial factory support Chrysler did provide sheet metal and some engine
parts to teams driving Magnums. The Magnum never enjoyed the racing heritage of its
predecessors, but it was not without its own achievements. Petty scored 7 top five finishes in
his 17 races with the car, and Bonnett won three poles and scored 5 top five finishes with his.
Petty recognized the Magnum with a commemorative decal, depicting his famous number 43
emblazoned on a Magnum for his Fan Appreciation Tour. They were built with minor changes
from the original model, starting in , and were all largely based on the Dart GT and GTS. A
unique fiberglass front fascia that included four headlights to give it a more modern look was
used, while the rear end was very similar to the American Dart the Dart model from the same
year having been identical to the Swinger from USA. The Magnum top of the line was sold as a
separate model from the Dart bottom line , despite being technically almost identical to the Dart.
The Dodge was very well received in Brazil. Today one can find car clubs with many Dodge
coupes in good condition. In , the F-body cars were discontinued in Mexico, as well in the U.
These were very similar to the American Plymouth Gran Fury in appearance and trim, but had
Chrysler's Rallye wheels instead of deluxe wheel covers. All the windows and windshield
chromed metals were painted flat black; only the bumpers and the grille were chromed. The
Mexican Dodge Magnum was offered only for the â€” model years. The K-car based Mexican
Dodge Magnum was a sporty 2-door compact, based on the Dodge Aries coupe body with
blackout â€” Dodge grille in â€” and a blackout â€” Plymouth Caravelle grille in offered from to
with available turbocharger "TurboChrysler" engine from on. When it was introduced, the
Mexican Dodge Magnum Turbo was advertised as "Mexico's fastest car" in the TV commercials
of the time, and it surely was in , when the "Fox" â€”84 5. The Mexican front-wheel drive
Magnum was officially called "Dodge Magnum " between and , as it was a sporty Mexican
variation of the American Dodge of the early eighties without the vinyl roof of the US version

and with high output 2. For , the "" suffix was dropped. The Magnum name was revived in for
the model year, as a station wagon based on the Chrysler LX platform. Like the C SRT-8, it
featured the new 6. Motor Trend Test Results: [7]. It was essentially the same as the U. The C
Touring added an available 3. The C Touring was assembled in Austria. For the model year, the
Magnum received a facelift as well as an updated interior in line with that of the Dodge Charger.
The front fascia sported new aggressively squared off headlights and a smaller rectangular
grille more reminiscent of the Charger. The SRT-8 variant gained a new hood scoop. A new
bright red paint scheme was introduced. The new changes brought the car closer to its Charger
platform mate, away from the Chrysler On November 1, , Chrysler announced that, as part of its
restructuring plans, the Dodge Magnum would be one of four models discontinued after the
model year. Production ended on March 28, From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Car model.
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Dodge Ram SRT Dodge Viper 8. The only SRT -branded vehicle. Magnum are an English hard
rock band. They were formed in Birmingham by Tony Clarkin guitar, songwriter and Bob Catley
vocals in order to appear as the resident band at the Rum Runner nightclub in the city. Magnum
have undergone several changes in personnel over the years; however, the core of Catley and
Clarkin remain. On a Storyteller's Night gave the band its breakthrough in Europe, and achieved
a Gold certification in the United Kingdom. It was followed by Goodnight L. It produced another
Top 40 single for the band, "Rockin' Chair". In , Clarkin announced Magnum's split; however,
Clarkin and Catley continued working together as before, now under the name Hard Rain , until
Catley left in Magnum reformed in and has enjoyed late-career commercial success. Their most
recent album, The Serpent Rings , was released in January Magnum began as the house band at
Birmingham 's famous Rum Runner night club later the home of Duran Duran. The band line up
remained the same until , when Les Kitcheridge joined temporarily on guitar. The band began to
develop its own style by playing Clarkin's songs at a residency at The Railway Inn, in
Birmingham's Curzon Street, in In , Clarkin and Dave Morgan received an offer from Kim Holmes
to help with the construction of a studio, rather than being paid with money, Clarkin requested
to be paid with studio time. During the "Nest" sessions, at least two songs written by Dave
Morgan and sung by Bob Catley were recorded but never released. The original recording
included a medley of " God Rest Ye Merry, Gentlemen " but was edited out for the single
release. Success was still minimal; they were working as a backing band for artists, such as Del
Shannon , on small tours. Magnum's debut album Kingdom of Madness was released on Jet
Records at the end of and reached 58 in the UK Chart; [2] it received a five star review from
Geoff Barton of Sounds magazine. Leo Lyons , formerly bassist with Ten Years After , produced
the follow-up album Magnum II â€” which was released in , but failed to chart. For the second
leg in April, permanent replacement Mark Stanway took over keyboard duties. Magnum also
appeared at the Reading Festival in Their first successful album was the Jeff Glixman produced
Chase the Dragon , which reached 17 in the UK, [2] and included several songs that would be
mainstays of the band's live set, including "Soldier of the Line", "Sacred Hour" and "The Spirit".
Glixman was previously known for his work with Kansas , and this was the first Magnum release
to feature the artwork of fantasy artist Rodney Matthews. A few United States dates were played
during the summer of , supporting labelmate Ozzy Osbourne. The band returned to the UK in
July for their own headlining tour. Magnum also appeared at the Reading Festival , with George.
However, Jet was unhappy about the sales figures of The Eleventh Hour , and refused to
support another album or finance a tour. Local businessman Keith Baker Time Music engaged
the band, an independent tour was organised for February without the backing of a record label.

During the tour, Clarkin's mother died and Clarkin himself became seriously ill, forcing the band
to complete the tour without him. Laurence Archer was hired as a temporary guitar player.
Clarkin had still not recovered when the tour was over, and it looked like the band would not be
able to carry on. Stanway soon departed, followed by Gorin. Catley was also forced to look for a
new job, but Clarkin recovered and the band went on to play a number of Christmas shows.
Following the successful Christmas shows, the band decided to make another album. In ,
Magnum signed a one-off deal with FM Records. George left a few months later, but Stanway
soon rejoined and the band went to the studio. It reached 24 in the UK, [2] and launched the
band across Europe. From the success of On a Storyteller's Night , Keith Baker was able to
negotiate the band a major label deal with Polydor Records , and they embarked on the most
commercially successful period of their career â€” opening the famous Monsters of Rock
festival at Castle Donington in August , on a bill that also included Bon Jovi , Metallica ,
Marillion and headliners ZZ Top. A second leg for the Storyteller's tour was concluded in
December The first release for Polydor was in September , entitled Vigilante. The album was a
move towards the mainstream due to production by Queen drummer Roger Taylor and David
Richards , who had recently worked together on A Kind of Magic. The switch to Polydor saw an
increase in the marketing budget, and promotional videos were made for the singles "Lonely
Night" and "Midnight". A second leg was organised in September , which finished in Europe in
November Stanway commented, "with only one tour of Germany we had already achieved as
much success as after ten years in England! Magnum enjoyed increased success with the
album Wings of Heaven 5 in the UK. The album also became the band's first to chart in Norway
and Switzerland. There were talks about touring the United States with Iron Maiden , but nothing
came of it. To adjust to the American market, the record company convinced Clarkin to work
with co-songwriters. While successful per se, the album did not live up to its expectations and
became a disappointment to the band and the label. They toured the UK again in November.
After a fallout between the band and the record company, Magnum parted ways with Polydor.
Magnum continued to release albums for various labels on one-off deals, the first being
Sleepwalking in on Music for Nations. The album got a mixed reception from critics, some of
whom argued that the band was moving in the direction of pop rock. A full UK tour followed in
October, and started a tradition of performing Christmas shows in Birmingham. A low key tour
was arranged for August and Europe in September, followed by another tour in the spring
Clarkin wrote eleven new songs for the planned next album, which were recorded and sent to
record companies, their contract with EMI having expired. However, they received no offer from
any major record company, and the band faced financial difficulties. Meanwhile, Clarkin had
started to feel creatively trapped, as fans and critics did not appreciate the band's musical
evolution. A growing creative gap between Clarkin and Stanway also caused friction within the
band. The other band members were shocked by his decision, and made vain attempts to talk
him out of it. They briefly considered continuing with a different guitarist, but soon concluded
that Clarkin - being the band's sole songwriter - was irreplaceable. They managed to talk Clarkin
into doing a farewell tour in the United Kingdom and Europe, documented on the live album
Stronghold titled The Last Dance in mainland Europe. After a final concert on December 17, ,
Magnum disbanded. While most band members went their separate ways, Catley and Clarkin
continued working together as before and planned a new album. To avoid pressure and
interference from the labels, they named themselves Hard Rain rather than continuing as
Magnum. In , they released the eponymous debut album Hard Rain. Most of the songs on the
album had been written before the split of Magnum and were originally meant for a Magnum
album. The album received positive reviews, and Catley and Clarkin started recruiting more
musicians to turn Hard Rain into an actual band. Ex-Magnum drummer Kex Gorin briefly agreed
to join the band, before changing his mind. The next album, When the Good Times Come , was
released in This album was stylistically different from anything Magnum had released, and
received mixed reviews from critics. The new name was actually detrimental to the sales, as
many buyers expected to find the albums in the M-shelf rather than the H-shelf in music stores.
The albums would eventually be filed together with Magnum albums. Clarkin and Catley
discussed whether they should revert to the name Magnum, but ultimately decided against it. It
was around this time that Catley launched a solo career using various songwriters, including
Gary Hughes of the band Ten. His first solo album, The Tower , was released in November ,
followed by Legends a year later and a live album in-between. Additionally, Catley participated
in several projects as a guest vocalist, the first of which was Jabberwocky by Oliver Wakeman
and Clive Nolan in early Catley disagreed with Hard Rain's musical drift away from the classical
Magnum sound, and soon became more focused on his solo career. In September he decided to
quit Hard Rain, marking the end of a working relationship with Clarkin that dated back to They
performed with this lineup at a charity event in January , but Hard Rain never released any

additional new material. A short quiet period ensued, followed by rumors of a Magnum reunion.
During Magnum's split, one of Clarkin's friends found a live recording from in his loft. Clarkin,
fed up with the many unofficial compilations that had been released without the band's
authorisation, was initially reluctant to authorise the release of this old material. He eventually
changed his mind, and Days of Wonder was released in April In March , Catley revealed that
Clarkin had suggested a reunion, apparently after his manager Derek Kemp had convinced him
that giving Magnum a new shot was worth it. Catley and Clarkin had hoped for a complete
reunion of the pre lineup, but only Mark Stanway ended up returning to the band. While Mickey
Barker was committed to a different band, Wally Lowe had retired from the music industry. Al
Barrow , who had been a member of Hard Rain, continued as the band's bassist. Rob Barrow
was invited to stay on as the band's drummer, but he had already decided to quit the music
industry. Clarkin's manager's assessment proved to be correct; while in the band had
difficulties getting a record deal, this time they got several offers. The album consisted partly of
songs originally written for Hard Rain; according to Catley, it was a mix of Magnum and Hard
Rain. They recorded the album without a drummer, before hiring Thunder drummer Harry James
to complete the lineup. The band then went on a UK tour in December. The next album, Brand
New Morning , was released in This album represented a final departure from the Hard Rain
style; years later, Catley would comment that "Brand New Morning [had] really [been] the first
new Magnum album". Clarkin commented:. The break since the middle of the Nineties was
definitely necessary for me. Since the end of the Seventies, in fact since we embarked on the
preparations for our debut recording Kingdom of Madness , not a single month had gone by in
which I didn't work for Magnum, composed for the group, or at least thought of them
permanently. For almost twenty years, all my thoughts had revolved around the band. I needed
a break to clear my head and to be able to devote myself to the band again with renewed
energy. The band toured in April to mark the 20th anniversary of On a Storyteller's Night ; they
released a live DVD of the Astoria concert entitled Livin' the Dream , which also included a short
documentary and promotional videos from throughout the band's history. Magnum completed
work on a new studio album, Princess Alice and the Broken Arrow , which was released on 26
March ; this also marked the return to the cover artwork by Rodney Matthews , absent since It
also reached No. Magnum toured the UK and Europe in May Harry James played drums
temporarily for half the tour as Jimmy Copley had taken ill. In , former drummer Kex Gorin was
diagnosed with kidney cancer. Gorin had a kidney removed and underwent radiotherapy and
steroid treatment, but died of the disease on 21 December This was a charity event in aid of
former drummer Kex Gorin's family. Magnum then played a two-hour set of old and new
material. These shows were recorded for Wings of Heaven Live album, which was released in
March The album was dedicated to Kex Gorin. Stylistically, the album was considered a logical
follow-up to Princess Alice , [32] and it became the first Magnum release to chart in Switzerland
since Rock Art. The next studio album, The Visitation , was released in January , [34] and was
notably rockier than previous releases. The band toured in support of the album, which charted
at No. The album featured 10 songs from the band's previous five studio releases, eight were
re-recorded, remixed and remastered, as well as two new songs. The band released their 17th
studio album On the 13th Day in September The band toured in Europe to promote the album in
late which charted in many countries across Europe including the UK at No. Soon after
releasing and touring On the 13th Day Magnum revealed that Clarkin was back in the studio
writing and recording new songs via Facebook on 4 April As with On the 13th Day the band
were hosts to their fans at a record launch party held at the Robin 2 in Bilston on 25 March , the
day after the UK release. The album was followed by a European tour, during which the live
album Escape from the Shadow Garden â€” Live was recorded. It was released in May With the
collaboration once again with Rodney Matthews artwork the release came with bonus videos
and bonus tracks. Later that year, Clarkin's daughter suggested a compilation of ballads.
Clarkin liked the idea, and after getting a go-ahead from SPV, Magnum got to work with the
compilation. This turned out to be a longer process than anticipated. Many songs undertook a
lot of treatment to remix, re-master and even re-record complete songs. In December , Mark
Stanway left the band. He was replaced by West Midlands session musician Rick Benton, who
made his first live appearance in Wolverhampton He was officially announced as the new
member in January A few months later, due to conflicting schedules, former Paradise Lost
drummer Lee Morris replaced Harry James as the band's drummer. Lost on the Road to Eternity
was released in January , and the band embarked on a tour, which resulted in the live album
Live at the Symphony Hall in January On 25 June , bassist Al Barrow announced his departure
from the band due to his difficulties in spending much time away from his home in America.
Dennis Ward Pink Cream 69 , Unisonic was announced as the new member. The band returned
to the studio, and in October, it was announced that a remastered compilation album titled

Dance of the Black Tattoo would be released in January From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Magnum in Birmingham , England. Hard rock [1]. Hard
Rain , Avantasia. Current members Bob Catley â€” vocals â€”, â€”present Tony Clarkin â€” lead
guitar, vocals â€”, â€”present Rick Benton â€” keyboards â€”present Lee Morris â€” drums
â€”present Dennis Ward â€” bass guitar, backing vocals â€”present Former members Kex
Gorin â€” drums, percussion â€”; died Bob Doyle â€” bass guitar Dave Morgan â€” bass guitar,
vocals â€” Colin "Wally" Lowe â€” bass guitar, vocals â€” Richard Bailey â€” keyboards, flute,
vocals , â€” Mark Stanway â€” keyboards â€”, â€”, â€” Jim Simpson â€” drums, percussion â€”
Mickey Barker â€” drums, percussion â€” Al Barrow â€” bass guitar, backing vocals â€” Jimmy
Copley â€” drums, percussion â€”; died Harry James â€” drums, percussion â€”, â€” Touring
musicians Grenville Harding â€” keyboards Robin George â€” rhythm guitar Laurence Archer
â€” lead guitar ; filled in for Tony Clarkin Eddie George â€” keyboards â€” Temporary musicians
Les Kitcheridge â€” guitar, vocals Lawrence Archer - guitar Wikimedia Commons has media
related to Magnum band. Magnum Photos is an international photographic cooperative owned
by its photographer-members, with offices in New York City, Paris, London and Tokyo.
Seymour, Cartier-Bresson and Rodger were all absent from the meeting at which it was
founded. Magnum is one of the first photographic cooperatives , owned and administered
entirely by members. The staff serve a support role for the photographers, who retain all
copyrights to their own work. The Magnum cooperative has included photojournalists from
across the world, who have covered many historical events of the 20th century. The
cooperative's archive includes photographs depicting family life, drugs , religion, war, poverty,
famine , crime, government and celebrities. Although it has been asserted that the name
"Magnum" was chosen because the founding members always drank a bottle of champagne
during the first meetings, [4] Russell Miller writes:. It was. Magnum is owned by its
photographers, who act as shareholders. Full members can choose to become contributors
after 23 years of membership; this status gives them increased liberty to work outside Magnum,
at the cost of their voting rights. In the early years of Magnum, membership had generally come
about by the personal invitation of Robert Capa. However, in a three-stage membership system
was set up that continues to this day [9] and is described below. Until there were also a large
number of stringers who used Magnum but were not members. Magnum's photographers meet
once a year, during the last weekend in June, in New York , Paris or London , to discuss the
cooperative's business. One day of the meeting is reserved to review potential new members'
portfolios and vote on admitting individuals. An approved applicant is invited to become a
'Nominee Member' of Magnum, a category of membership that provides a chance for members
and the individual to get to know each other, but that includes no binding commitments on
either side. After two years of Nominee membership, a photographer may present another
portfolio if wanting to apply for 'Associate Membership'. If successful, the photographer is
bound by the rules of the agency, and enjoys its facilities and worldwide representation. The
difference between an Associate Member and a full Member is that an Associate is not a
Director of the Company and does not have voting rights in the corporate decision-making.
After two more years, an Associate wanting to be considered for full membership presents
another portfolio of work for consideration by the members. Once elected as a full member, the
individual is a member of Magnum for life or for as long as the photographer chooses. No
member photographer of Magnum has ever been asked to leave. Magnum Photos' digital
archive constitutes more than 1 million images, that Magnum licenses through its website.
Given the tags on the photos, there was concern that Magnum was making available
photographs of children featuring nudity; that documented encounters that constituted a record
of acts of child sexual abuse; and that were problematic in terms of the way they had been
labelled for searching. In February , Magnum announced that Michael Dell 's venture capital firm

MSD Capital had acquired a collection of nearly , original press prints of images taken by
Magnum photographers. It had formed a partnership with the Harry Ransom Center at The
University of Texas at Austin to preserve, catalog, and make photographs available to the
general public. The Graduate Photographers Award was established in From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. International photographic cooperative. Play media. Retrieved 22 February
Magnum Photos. The Guardian. Retrieved 20 August Retrieved 19 August The Art Newspaper.
Columbia Journalism Review. Archived from the original on 21 December The New York Times.
Retrieved 3 April University of Texas at Austin. Archived from the original on 4 June The Daily
Texan. Retrieved 9 February Retrieved 16 January Retrieved 30 June Retrieved 30 April
Retrieved 18 January Retrieved 9 November British Journal of Photography. Retrieved 30
December Retrieved 19 January Retrieved 3 September Retrieved 21 January Retrieved 29 June
Retrieved 31 July Retrieved 1 November Retrieved 14 February Retrieved 17 February Retrieved
21 February Retrieved 25 February Apptitude Media Ltd. Retrieved 27 June Retrieved 23
February Retrieved 7 March Retrieved 9 August El Pais. Retrieved 2 February July The negative
aspect is found in a draft for a letter to Magnum in which Gene tried to respond to a recent
decision by Magnum's members to censure him: 'I stand thoroughly censured, I'm broke,
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Brauen. Magnum is a Belgian brand of ice cream owned by the British company Unilever ,
originally developed and produced by Frisko in the Danish city Aarhus. The ice cream today
known as Magnum was developed in Aarhus, Denmark , in the late s by Mogens Vigh-Larsen ,
then technical director of Frisko, which was an ice cream maker. The company also started
selling Magnum ice cream cones in and an ice cream sandwich in Starting in , the company
added Magnum Almond , Double Chocolate, and White amongst other flavours. In , Magnum
branched into frozen yogurt with its raspberry fruit swirl covered in milk chocolate. Moments
were introduced which were bite-size ice cream treats with caramel , chocolate, or hazelnut
centres, followed later in the year by "mini", "crunchy" with almonds , and " light ". Late saw the
launch of Magnum Intense, a chocolate truffle center enveloped in ice cream and covered with
chocolate, and the limited edition 7 Deadly Sins series of ice creams, whose flavours were
named after the seven deadly sins. Sins was followed by another limited edition range in in
which each flavour was named after one of the senses: Magnum Aroma, Magnum Touch,
Magnum Sound, Magnum Taste, and Magnum Sight. Consumers who collected nine of these ice
cream sticks could send them off to get a free Magnum T-shirt. The extreme popularity of the
ChocWork Orange resulted in Streets selling it as the "Chocolate Orange" Magnum for some
time after the remainder of the range was discontinued. In , Magnum brought out new variants
in the UKâ€”Mayan Mystica, a chocolate ice cream Magnum blended with cinnamon, nutmeg
and honey flavours; and Magnum Minis available in a variety of flavours. Eva Longoria was the
face of Magnum in Also in , Josh Holloway , from television's Lost , was selected as the first
male spokesperson of Magnum in Turkey. In , Magnum Mini Moments were launched. They
came in three types of chocolate: milk, white and dark all with five different flavours including
almond and truffle. In China, the Magnum name is retained; however, there are fewer
varietiesâ€”as of there are only vanilla, cappuccino, and crunchy. In April , Magnum ice cream
was launched in India by Hindustan Unilever , starting with Chennai, and February the following
year, expanded to national distribution. The new product was first released in Finland and
Sweden followed by the UK. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Belgian brand of ice cream
products. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article
by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed.
Aarhus Panorama in Danish. Food Supply DK in Danish. Renewing Unilever: transformation and
tradition. Oxford University Press. Ice Cream Park. Retrieved 29 April Archived from the original
on 13 September Retrieved 10 August Retrieved 18 April Retrieved 9 April Soholm, Dorte Made
in Aarhus. External links [ edit ] Wikimedia Commons has media related to Magnum Ice cream.
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has media related to Magnum Ice cream. It was created by Elmer Keith , Phillip B. Sharpe, [3]
and Douglas B. This cartridge started the " Magnum era" of handgun ammunition. At the time,
the. The only external dimensional difference between. Case volume was not a factor in the
increase in case length as the. Much credit for the. Keith's early work in loading the. Since the
frame, cylinder, and barrel were much stronger than the standard. The Keith bullet also
employed a large, flat meplat , thus enabling rapid energy transfer for greater wounding
properties. At the same time, this bullet design does not deform like a hollow point, and as a

result achieves greater penetration. These characteristics of the Keith bullet make it very
suitable for hunting applications as well as for target shooting. Wesson grandson of co-founder
Daniel B. Sharpe, a member of the technical division staff of the National Rifle Association. The
case extension was more a matter of safety than of necessity. Because the. The choice of bullet
for the. Winchester, however, upon experimenting further during the cartridge development,
modified the Sharpe-bullet shape slightly, while keeping the Sharpe contour of the bullet. The
final choice of bullet was hence based upon the earlier Keith and Sharpe bullets, while
additionally having slight differences from both. The cartridge headspaces on the rim of the
case. According to the C. This means that. This cartridge is regarded by many as an excellent
hunting, metallic silhouette and self-defense round. It is a fine small- and medium-game round
and is sufficient to hunt deer at reasonable ranges if suitable loadings are used by a competent
marksman. For further comparison, the. It has been used with success for self-defence, plinking
, hunting, or target shooting. The original load was a grain bullet with an advertised muzzle
velocity of fps. Muzzle velocity was taken using a revolver with a fairly long barrel. Most of
today's loads are fairly mild when compared to the original load. Revolvers chambered in.
Compared to the. The ability to also fire the. It has also become popular as a "dual-use"
cartridge in short, light rifles like the American Old West lever-actions. In the s, it was found to
be very effective against steel car doors and ballistic vests , and metal-penetrating rounds were
once popular in the United States among highway patrol and other police organizations. Some
common performance parameters are shown in the table below for several. Bullet weights
ranging from to grains 7. The grains 8. Key: Expansion â€” expanded bullet diameter ballistic
gelatin Penetration â€” penetration depth ballistic gelatin PC â€” permanent cavity volume
ballistic gelatin, FBI method TSC â€” temporary stretch cavity volume ballistic gelatin. In terms
of accuracy, the. It is this accuracy and power, and the versatility of also being capable of using
less-expensive, milder. It is an excellent round for those considering handloading ammunition,
as it is economical and consistently performs well. This was possible because the. Thus the.
Filling the case with slower-burning powders produces much more power, but also much more
pressure; far too much pressure for older, smaller-frame revolvers chambered in. It was to
accommodate these high-pressure, high-power loads that the longer. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. Revolver cartridge designed by Elmer Keith and Phillip B. This section possibly
contains original research. Please improve it by verifying the claims made and adding inline
citations. Statements consisting only of original research should be removed. January Learn
how and when to remove this template message. Complete Guide to Handloading. Retrieved
September 20, Shooting Times. Skinner, Stan ed. Iola, Wisconsin : Gun Digest Books. Reloading
Information. Guns and Shooting Online. Guns Magazine. Archived from the original on
September 9, Retrieved September 5, Archived from the original on December 27, John Taffin.
Retrieved May 15, Archived PDF from the original on April 7, Retrieved April 5, Cartridges
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has media related to. Magnum, P. The series ran from to during its first-run broadcast on the
American television network CBS. A reboot series of the same name was ordered to series on
May 11, , [2] and premiered on September 24, on CBS. Ostensibly this is quid pro quo for
Magnum's services based upon his expertise in security; the pilot and several early episodes
suggest Magnum had done Masters a favor of some kind, possibly when Masters hired him for a
case. The voice of Robin Masters, heard only in five episodes, was provided by Orson Welles
one last appearance was provided by a different actor, Red Crandell. Magnum lives a luxurious
life on the estate and operates as a P. An ex- British Army regimental sergeant major , he is on
the surface a stern, by-the-book caretaker of Robin's Nest, whose strict ways often conflict with
Magnum's more easy-going methods. The relationship between Magnum and Higgins is initially
cool, but as the series progressed, an unspoken respect and fondness of sorts grew between
the pair. Many episodes dedicated more screen time to this "odd couple" pairing after the
relationship proved popular with fans. A recurrent theme throughout the last two seasons,
starting in the episode "Paper War", involves Magnum's sneaking suspicion that Higgins is

actually Robin Masters since he opens Robin's mail, calls Robin's Ferrari "his car" etc. This
suspicion is neither proved nor disproved, although in at least one episode Higgins is shown
alone in a room, picking up a ringing phone and talking to Robin Masters, indicating they are
two different people. Aside from Higgins, Magnum's two main companions on the islands are
Theodore "T. Mosley , who runs a one-person local helicopter charter and tour van service
called "Island Hoppers", and often finds himself persuaded by Magnum to fly him during
various cases, and Orville Wilbur Richard "Rick" Wright Larry Manetti , who refuses to use his
given name Orville and who owns a local bar. In the pilot episode, this was "Rick's Cafe
Americain" in town, inspired by Casablanca , with Rick appearing in suitable s attire. After
completing the pilot, though, executives felt that audiences would be unable to fully connect
with this element. Instead, Rick moved to running the plush, beachside King Kamehameha Club,
which has exclusive membership and Higgins on the board of directors. Magnum often strolls
around the club, using its facilities and running up an ever-unpaid tab, further fueling the
Magnum-Higgins feud. All I need is gas money" referring to the high cost fuel for the use of the
helicopter. Magnum comes and goes as he pleases, works only when he wants, and has the
almost unlimited use of the Ferrari and many other luxuries of the estate. He keeps a
mini-refrigerator with a seemingly endless supply of beer " altbier " , wears his father's
treasured Rolex GMT Master wristwatch and is surrounded by countless beautiful women, who
are often victims of crime, his clients, or are connected to the cases he solves. Other
characteristics specific to Magnum are his thick moustache , baseball caps usually a Detroit
Tigers or VMO-2 cap , a rubber chicken , and a variety of colorful Aloha shirts. Nearly every
episode is narrated, in voice-over, by Magnum at various points. At the end of the seventh
season, Magnum was to be killed off, to end the series. Following an outcry from fans who
demanded a more satisfactory conclusion, an eighth season was produced to bring Magnum
"back to life" and to round off the series. In the series, it is owned by renowned novelist Robin
Masters, who employs Jonathan Higgins as the estate's caretaker and Thomas Magnum as its
security expert. Higgins resides in the estate's main house while Magnum occupies the guest
house. In reality, the 3-acre 1. Called "Pahonu" "turtle enclosure" in Hawaiian language , [8] it
was also known locally as "The Anderson Estate" after long-time owner, local politician Eve
Anderson. The grounds had been used for hundreds of years for raising green sea turtles for
the Hawaiian royal family and includes a byfoot stone wall that surrounds the former
turtle-raising pond. In April , the estate was demolished. Many of the indoor scenes of Magnum,
P. Through the years, fans of the show have noted commonalities in the settings of time and
space the so-called fictional TV universe between Magnum, P. Is David Norman armed?
However, in a episode of the Hawaii Five-0 reboot, the characters "sing" the Magnum, P. The
original theme music for the opening credits of the pilot episode was a mid-tempo jazzy piece
by Ian Freebairn-Smith. This music was also used for the next nine regular episodes. Beginning
in Episode 12, it was replaced by a more uptempo theme typical of s action series by Mike Post
and Pete Carpenter with guitar by Larry Carlton. This theme had been used during the show and
over the closing credits from Episode 8. A longer version of this second theme "Theme from
Magnum P. Development of Magnum, P. Larson then took the series over to CBS. Selleck's
contract commitment to the Magnum, P. In the season 7 of Magnum, P. For re-run and overseas
purposes, the first half of these crossovers the Magnum episode also had alternate endings
filmed, which wrapped the story up in a single episode and so allowed repeat showings as
"stand-alone" stories rather than two-part crossovers. According to Equalizer executive
producer Coleman Luck, interviewed for a special-feature documentary on The Equalizer , the
crossover was proposed by Universal Television and was opposed by the Equalizer production
staff. On October 1, , Universal released Magnum, P. The disc set features all episodes of the
series as well as bonus features. Selleck won an Emmy in for his portrayal of the title character.
Three years later, co-star John Hillerman also won an Emmy. In , series creators and writers
Glen A. Larson and Donald P. On September 16, , a group of 45 men dressed as Thomas
Magnum were ejected from a Detroit Tigers game [39] for smoking and catcalling women in the
park. The story quickly became one of international interest as the group, from nearby Allen
Park, Michigan gave dozens of interviews to newspapers, magazines, radio stations, podcasts
and more. In October , CBS announced they had issued a pilot commitment for a reboot of the
series, to be developed by Peter M. Lenkov , who has helped reboot other series like Hawaii
Five-0 and MacGyver for the network. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For the reboot,
see Magnum P. For the title character, see Thomas Magnum. American crime drama television
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